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Ethical Ramifications
■

Disbarment, suspension, or public reprimand

■

Confidential ethical discipline

■

Sanctions from a trial court

■

■
■

Disqualification (e.g. if the lawyer ignores a conflict
of interest)
Reputation
Legal Malpractice: Pertinent Bar Rules may be
relevant in establishing the standard of care. Allen
v. Lefkoff, Duncan, Grimes & Dermer, 265 Ga. 374,
376, 453 S.E.2d 719 (1995)

Sources of Ethical Guidance
■

Georgia Rules of Professional Conduct

■

Attorney discipline opinions

■

Formal Advisory Opinions

■

Opinions from other jurisdictions

■

ABA Formal Opinions

■

Georgia State Bar Ethics Helpline (404527-8741)

Jimmy, Kate, and the truck wreck
Jimmy and his wife, Kate are driving down
the road and are hit by a delivery truck
running a red light. The truck is owned and
operated by Speedy Delivery, Inc.
Kate barely survives the crash. She’s knocked
unconscious and suffers a severe concussion
resulting in mild but permanent brain
damage. The wreck also left her with multiple
severe back and neck injuries, resulting in
chronic pain.

Jimmy, amazingly, walks away from
the couple’s mangled car with no
injuries.

But due to his wife’s injuries and the
effect on their marriage, Jimmy has a
loss of consortium claim.

Lawyer Joe Tulkinghorn gets a call on his cell
phone from Jimmy, who got his name from a
friend of a friend. He spends 30 minutes talking
with Jimmy about the case.
He also touts his own qualifications as a lawyer
who handles big cases and wins big verdicts.
When he gets back to the office the next day,
Tulkinghorn searches his files, does a little
googling, and finds out that Speedy Delivery
Inc is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Deep
Pockets Holdings, a business that is a current
client of his law firm in an unrelated lawsuit.

With deep regret, Tulkinghorn calls
Jimmy back and tells him he cannot take
the case.

He refers Jimmy to a lawyer friend of
his, Frank Galvin, who he believes to be
an excellent trial lawyer.
After getting off the phone with Jimmy,
Tulkinghorn calls Galvin and tells him
that he’s sending a very lucrative case
his way.

Frank Galvin, Esq.

Can Tulkinghorn ask Galvin for a
referral fee in this case?
A)

Yes

B)

No

No
■

■

■

■

Under GRPC 1.5(e)(2), the referring lawyer must
assume “joint responsibility for the representation.”
ABA Formal Opinion 474 (published in 2016) notes
that “[i]mplicit in the terms of the fee division allowed
by Rule 1.5(e) is the concept that the referring lawyer
who divides a legal fee has undertaken representation
of the client.”
Rules governing conflicts apply regardless of the level
of the lawyer’s involvement.

Same conflict waiver rules apply as under GRPC 1.7(b)

Former Prospective Client Hypo
A week later, Tulkinghorn’s contact with Deep
Pockets, Inc. calls him and asks him to
represent Speedy Delivery and its driver in
their defense against the claims asserted by
Jimmy and Kate.

Can Tulkinghorn take the case?
A) Yes
B) No

It depends…
What information
Tulkinghorn?

did

Jimmy

share

with

GRPC 1.9 governs Conflicts of Interest involving
Former Clients.
ABA Model Rule 1.18 deals with “former potential
clients.”

Georgia has not adopted Model Rule 1.18.
GRPC 1.6 deals with Confidential Information.

■

ABA Model Rule 1.18(b): “Even when no client-lawyer

relationship ensues, a lawyer who has learned
information from a prospective client shall not use or
reveal that information, except as Rule 1.9 would
permit with respect to information of a former client.”
■

ABA Model Rule 1.18(c): “A lawyer subject to

paragraph (b) shall not represent a client with interests
materially adverse to those of a prospective client in
the same or a substantially related matter if the lawyer
received information from the prospective client that
could be significantly harmful to that person in the
matter, except as provided in paragraph (d).”

ABA Model Rule 1.18(d)

When the lawyer has received disqualifying information as
defined in paragraph (c), representation is permissible if:
(1) both the affected client and the prospective client have
given informed consent, confirmed in writing, or:
(2) the lawyer who received the information took
reasonable measures to avoid exposure to more
disqualifying information than was reasonably necessary to
determine whether to represent the prospective client; and
(i) the disqualified lawyer is timely screened from any
participation in the matter and is apportioned no part of the
fee therefrom; and
(ii) written notice is promptly given to the prospective
client.

Comment 4A to GRPC 1.6 regarding
Confidential Information

“Information gained in the professional
relationship includes information gained from
a person (prospective client) who discusses
the possibility of forming a client-lawyer
relationship with respect to a matter. Even
when no client-lawyer relationship ensues,
the restrictions and exceptions of these Rules
as to use or revelation of the information
apply, e.g. Rules 1.9 and 1.10.”

Alternative Hypothetical
During the conversation between Tulkinghorn and
Jimmy, Tulkinghorn gave Jimmy his email
address.
A few minutes after hanging up with Tulkinghorn,
Jimmy sends Tulkinghorn a short email thanking
him for talking with him, and attaches a 15 page
“lawsuit gameplan” that contains his thoughts
about what the case should be worth and other
confidential matters.
Tulkinghorn receives the message and reads the
short note but never opens the attachment.

Can Tulkinghorn represent Speedy ?
■

■

■

■

ABA Model Rule 1.18(c) talks about a lawyer
who has “received information from the
prospective client.”
Georgia rule is much more vague.
Is Georgia more permissive or more strict than
the Model Rule?
Are we supposed to take Tulkinghorn’s word
for it that he didn’t actually read the document?

Conflict of Interest Hypothetical
■

■

For better or worse, Tulkinghorn agrees to
represent Speedy Delivery.

Speedy’s driver in the accident, Larry
Leadfoot, is also named as a party to the
lawsuit.

■

Tulkinghorn also agrees to represent Larry.

■

Speedy Delivery agrees to indemnify Larry
and to pay his legal fees.

■

■

■

■

Larry has also been criminally charged with
felony reckless driving and serious injury
by vehicle.

Larry asks Tulkinghorn to represent him in
the criminal case.
Speedy Delivery has no problem with
Tulkinghorn representing Larry in the
criminal case, and agrees to pay the
attorney’s fees for this as well.
Can Tulkinghorn do this?

Would Tulkinghorn have a
conflict of interest?
■

■

What if Larry is offered a plea deal, and it is
in his best interest to take it?
A guilty verdict on a traffic violation is not
admissible in the civil case, but a guilty plea is
admissible.

■

Speedy has an interest in Larry going to trial.

■

Larry’s best move is to plead guilty.

Can the conflict be waived?
GRPC 1.7 – Conflicts of Interest, General rule
…
(b) If client informed consent is permissible a lawyer may
represent a client notwithstanding a significant risk of material
and adverse effect if each affected client or former client gives
informed consent, confirmed in writing, to the representation
after:
(1) consultation with the lawyer, pursuant to Rule 1.0(c);
(2) having received in writing reasonable and adequate
information about the material risks of and reasonable available
alternatives to the representation, and
(3) having been given the opportunity to consult with
independent counsel.

(c) Client informed consent is not permissible if
the representation:
(1) is prohibited by law or these Rules;
(2) includes the assertion of a claim by one
client against another client represented by the
lawyer in the same or substantially related
proceeding; or
(3) involves circumstances rendering it
reasonably unlikely that the lawyer will be able
to provide adequate representation to one or
more of the affected clients.

Comment 2 to GRPC 1.7
■

It is a problem if the lawyer “cannot consider,
recommend or carry out an appropriate course of
action for the client because of the lawyer's other
competing responsibilities…”

■

“A possible conflict does not itself preclude the
representation…”

■

The critical questions are:
■ “the likelihood the conflict will eventuate,” and
■ “whether it will interfere with the lawyer’s
independent judgment.”

Comment 5 to GRPC 1.7
■

■

“A client may give informed consent to
representation notwithstanding a
conflict.”
“However, when a disinterested lawyer
would conclude that the client should not
agree to the representation,” the lawyer
cannot ask the client to waive the conflict.

Informed consent, confirmed in
writing hypothetical
■

■

Tulkinghorn properly consults with Larry
regarding the “risks of, and reasonable
alternatives to the representaiton.” GRPC
1.7(b)(2)

Larry tells Tulkinghorn orally that he
understands the issues and agrees to the
representation despite the potential
conflict.

■

■

■

■

As soon as Tulkinghorn gets back to his
office, he sends Larry a detailed email
documenting their conversation and the
fact that Larry has given informed consent.
Larry responds to the email, showing that
he received it,…
but his response addresses a completely
different subject and does not confirm his
understanding of Tulkinghorn’s email.
Does Tulkinghorn’s email establish
“informed consent, confirmed in writing?”

Comment 5A to GRPC 1.7
■

“Paragraph (b) requires the lawyer to
obtain the informed consent of the client,
confirmed in writing. Such a writing may
consist of a document executed by the
client or one that the lawyer promptly
records and transmits to the client
following an oral consent. See Rule
1.0(b). See also Rule 1.0(s) (writing
includes electronic transmission)…”

■

“…The requirement of a writing does not
supplant the need in most cases for the lawyer
to talk with the client, to explain the risks and
advantages, if any, of
a representation
burdened with a conflict of interest…”

■

“Rather, the writing is required in order to
impress upon clients the seriousness of the
decision the client is being asked to make and
to avoid disputes or ambiguities that might
later occur in the absence of a writing.”

Comment 10 to GRPC 1.7 –
“Interest of Person Paying for a
Lawyer’s Services”
■

“A lawyer may be paid from a source other
than the client, if the client is informed of
that fact and gives informed consent and the
arrangement does not compromise the
lawyer's duty of loyalty to the client.”

Comment 10 notes that it is
specifically relevant to…
■

a lawyer who is representing the insured
while being paid by the insurer.

■

a lawyer for a corporation, who is being
paid by the corporation while also
representing the corporation’s directors or
employees.

Common Representation and Shared Information
Jimmy has a loss of consortium claim.

During their respective depositions, Jimmy and Kate
both give convincing (and slightly lurid) testimony
regarding their marital relations before the wreck.
Now, due to Kate’s pain, their sex life has become
almost nonexistent.

Each of them also testify that they see each other as
“soul mates,” and that they remain deeply devoted
and loyal to one another despite this.

One day Jimmy shows up in Galvin’s office
unannounced and insists on seeing Galvin
immediately.
Jimmy tells Galvin:
“I think someone was following me on the
street last night. And I was walking back
from somewhere I shouldn’t have been…
…I need you to promise that you’ll never tell
Kate anything, okay?”

Galvin suspects that Jimmy is having an
affair.
Galvin also knows from previous cases
with Tulkinghorn that he is especially
fond of hiring private investigators to run
surveillance on personal injury plaintiffs.

What is Galvin’s most prudent course of action?
■

■

■

■

■

A) Hear Jimmy out and, without telling Kate anything, work
with Jimmy on how best to deal with the possible
impeachment evidence.
B) Immediately withdraw from the representation of both
Jimmy and Kate.
C) Withdraw from representing Jimmy while still representing
Kate.
D) Tell Jimmy that he needs to hear all the details of what
happened, and that Jimmy has no choice but to also come
clean with Kate.

E) Tell Jimmy that he cannot listen to any more and that he
will be obliged to share with Kate anything that Jimmy tells
him. And also tell Jimmy to hire a divorce lawyer and have
that lawyer call him.

A) Hear Jimmy out and, without telling Kate
anything, work with Jimmy on how best to
deal with the possible impeachment
evidence.
Comment 18 to GRPC 1.7 advises
against keeping Jimmy’s secret from his
other client.

Comment 18 to GRPC 1.7
regarding Conflicts of Interest
“[18] As to the duty of confidentiality, continued
common representation will almost certainly be
inadequate if one client asks the lawyer not to
disclose to the other client information relevant to the
common representation. This is so because the lawyer
has an equal duty of loyalty to each client, and each
client has the right to be informed of anything bearing
on the representation that might affect that client's
interests and the right to expect that the lawyer will
use that information to that client's benefit…”
See also Formal Advisory Opinion 16-1.

B)
Immediately
withdraw
from
representation of both Jimmy and Kate.

the

Undermines the aligned interests of
both clients and the lawyer.

FAO 16-1 acknowledges the difficulties
“There is no doubt that the application of
these requirements …will sometimes place
attorneys in the awkward position of
having to withdraw from a joint
representation…not only ending trusted
lawyer-client relationships but also
essentially notifying the other client that an
issue of confidentiality has arisen.”

Client’s right to counsel of choice
“The right to counsel is an important interest which
requires that any curtailment of the client's right to
counsel of choice be approached with great caution.
Disqualification has an immediate adverse effect on
the client by separating him from counsel of his
choice, and inevitably causes delay. A client whose
attorney is disqualified may suffer the loss of time
and money in finding new counsel and may lose the
benefit of its longtime counsel's specialized
knowledge of its operations.”
Bernocchi v. Forcucci, 279 Ga. 460, 614 S.E.2d 775 (2005)

C) Withdraw from representing Jimmy, while still
representing Kate.
This violates GRPC 1.7 by abandoning one
client due to his own interests and those of the
other client.
Also violates GRPC 1.9(a) regarding Conflicts
of Interest: Former Client, both subsections (a)
and (c).
A lawyer may not drop a current client like a
“hot potato” in order to serve another client who
will generate a larger fee.

GRPC 1.9(c)
“(c) A lawyer who has formerly represented
a client in a matter…shall not thereafter:
1. Use information relating to the
representation to the disadvantage of the
former client…
2. reveal information relating to the
representation…”

How could Galvin possibly continue
representing Kate without telling her
about Jimmy’s surveillance problem?
A conflict waiver (GRPC 1.7(b)) is not
possible under the circumstances.

D) Tell Jimmy that he needs to hear the
details of what happened, and that Jimmy has
no choice but to also come clean with Kate.
Now Galvin is giving Jimmy domestic
relations advice (despite also representing
Jimmy’s would-be adversary in a potential
divorce). See GRPC 1.7

Also defies
See GRPC 1.2(a).

the

client’s

instructions.

E) Tell Jimmy that he cannot listen to any more and
that he will be obliged to share with Kate anything
that Jimmy tells him. And also tell Jimmy to hire a
divorce lawyer and have that lawyer call him.

Galvin is sticking his head in the sand.
Even without hearing any more details, Galvin
already has relevant information that cannot withhold
from Kate if it affects the case?
Failure to “consult with the client about the
means by which the client's objectives are to be
accomplished.” See GRPC 1.4(a)(2).
Diligence and competence problems under GRPC
1.1 and 1.3.

Best Solution: Deal with this
on the front end
Comment 18 continues: “… lawyer should, at
the outset of the common representation and as
part of the process of obtaining each client's
informed consent, advise each client that
information will be shared and that the lawyer
will have to withdraw if one client decides that
some matter material to the representation should
be kept from the other…”

Some exceptions may apply
“In limited circumstances, it may be appropriate for
the lawyer to proceed with the representation when
the clients have agreed, after being properly
informed, that the lawyer will keep certain
information confidential. For example, the lawyer
may reasonably conclude that failure to disclose one
client's trade secrets to another client will not
adversely affect representation involving a joint
venture between the clients and agree to keep that
information confidential with the informed consent
of both clients.”

Inadvertent Disclosure
During discovery, just before the deposition of
the Speedy Delivery driver, Galvin tries to email
a deposition outline to his clients.

Unfortunately, as he’s typing Kate and Jimmy’s
addresses in the “to” box, his email app autofills “Joe Tulkinghorn” instead of Jimmy.
Galvin doesn’t notice the mistake and
inadvertently sends his deposition prep
playbook to opposing counsel.

What can Tulkinghorn do with this
deposition prep document?
A) Tulkinghorn can do whatever he wants
with it, and never has to tell Galvin he has it.
B) Tulkinghorn must notify Galvin that he
has received this document inadvertently,
and as soon as he realizes what it is,
Tulkinghorn is ethically prohibited from
reading any further.

C) Tulkinghorn must notify Galvin that he
received the document, but he can read it
and use it to prepare his client.

GRPC 4.4(b) appears to indicate that
the answer could be C.

“A lawyer who receives a document or
electronically stored information relating to
the representation of the lawyer’s client and
knows or reasonably should know that the
document or electronically stored information
was inadvertently sent shall promptly notify
the sender.”

Not so fast. B is the better answer.
■

See comment 2 to GRPC 4.4

■

“Whether the lawyer is required to take
additional steps, such as returning the
document
or
electronically
stored
information, is a matter of law beyond the
scope of these Rules, as is the question of
whether the privileged status of a document or
electronically stored information has been
waived…”

Georgia law says the attorney client
privilege has not been waived…
■

■

■

Alston & Bird v. Mellon Ventures, 307 Ga.App.
640, 706 S.E.2d 652 (2010).
The privilege belongs to the client, and can only
be waived by the client.
“Appellants produced no evidence showing that
appellees waived their attorney-client privilege.
The disclosure of these e-mails during document
production by counsel did not preclude later
objection to their use by appellees. Therefore, the
trial court did not abuse its discretion in ordering
these documents returned to appellees.”

Best practice
■

■
■

■

As soon as you know it is privileged, do not
read any further.
Notify the sender immediately.
Return any document to the sender and
delete any electronically stored information.
Risks of doing otherwise:
■

■

Possible sanctions (e.g. O.C.G.A. § 915-14).
Bad reputation.

Inadvertent Disclosure continued…
After Galvin sends his email inadvertently copying
Tulkinghorn, Kate immediately “replies all” to the email,
and says: “Thanks for all your work on this. By the way,
my back now feels totally better and no longer gives me
any pain at all.”
Kate then proceeds to list all the activities she couldn’t do
for several months after the wreck, but that she can now
do given her recent recovery.
Galvin then “replies all” to Kate, and says “Please keep
that information to yourself. I need you to testify that you
still can’t do any of this stuff.”
Tulkinghorn is copied on all of it.

What can Tulkinghorn do with this email?
A) Tulkinghorn must inform Galvin that he has
the email, but he can use it as an exhibit for his
deposition of Kate.
B) Tulkinghorn can read the email and learn
from it, but he cannot use it as an exhibit.

C) Tulkinghorn must stop reading the email as
soon as he realizes what Kate is talking about.
D) Tulkinghorn can use Kate’s statements but
not Galvin’s.

E) Tulkinghorn should move for sanctions.

A) Tulkinghorn must inform Galvin that
he has the email, but he can use it as
an exhibit for his deposition of Kate.
■

Alston & Bird v. Mellon Ventures says that
that privilege is not waived.

B) Tulkinghorn can read the email and
learn from it, but he cannot use it.
■

■

Questionable because he is reading
attorney-client communications.
Does the content of the email change the
result?

C) Tulkinghorn must stop reading
the email as soon as he realizes
what Kate is talking about.
■

■

This would be the best practice under
normal circumstances.
But it may not be possible to not see what
the email says once it is opened.

D) Tulkinghorn can use Kate’s
statements but not Galvin’s.
■

It’s either privileged or it’s not.

E) Move for sanctions?
■

■

■

Substance of the email was immediately
apparent to Tulkinghorn upon opening it.
Galvin’s advice is egregiousy unethical.

If Tulkinghorn tells Galvin that he has the
email as soon as he receives it, it could be
appropriate for him to move for sanctions
if Kate perjures herself at her deposition.

“Local Counsel Only”
■

■

■

Midway through discovery, Deep Pockets holdings
decides to replace Tulkinghorn with its “superstar
lawyer” and all-purpose “fixer” from out of state.
Tulkinghorn is to stay on as local counsel only.

Tom Hagan, Esq. of New York enters
appearance on behalf of the defendant.

an

Tom Hagan, Esq.

■

■

■

Tulkinghorn’s name remains on the
pleadings, and he is copied on emails with
Hagan, but his role is entirely passive and he
does no additional work other than sending
short email replies agreeing with whatever
Hagan says.
Emails between Tulkinghorn and Hagan
confirm that Tulkinghorn is now acting as
“local counsel only.”
Hagan also reassures Tulkinghorn in writing,
“I’ve got this. You don’t have to do a thing
from here on out.”

■

■

■

■

■

Later, Hagan serves discovery responses that
misleadingly conceal relevant and discoverable
information.
Hagan sends a draft of the discovery responses to
Tulkinghorn for his approval before serving them.
Hagan knows that the responses are misleading,
and Tulkinghorn would know that the responses
were misleading if he actually read the document,
…but he does not read it because he is no longer
getting paid to review documents.
He barely glances at the document and replies to
Hagan, “Looks good. Keep doing what you’re
doing. Go ahead and e-sign my name below
yours.”

Can Galvin be sanctioned for
Hagan’s unethical conduct?
Yes.

Georgia Formal Advisory Opinion 05-10
“Even…typical acts required of local counsel such as moving
of admission pro hac vice or the signing of pleadings, always
carry with them affirmative ethical obligations…
…[T]here is nothing in the role of local counsel that excuses
an attorney from the usual ethical requirements applicable to
his or her own conduct in the representation, either
individually or in conjunction with lead counsel. If local
counsel engages in any unethical conduct, it is no defense to
a violation that the conduct was suggested, initiated, or
required by lead counsel.”

“Poaching client” or “Second Opinion”?
After seeing both Hagan and Tulkinghorn get
reprimanded by the judge, Larry Leadfoot decides to
seek a second opinion.
He calls a lawyer who is a personal friend, a general
practitioner named George Hanson.

George
Hanson,
Esq.

Hanson takes the call, listens to Larry’s version of
events, and tells him that everything Tulkinghorn and
Hagan have done is all wrong.
He also tells them they need to hire new counsel
immediately – and they should preferably hire him
because he “specializes” in big cases.

Has Hanson done anything wrong?
■

■

GRPC 4.2(a) does not prohibit a client from seeking,
or a lawyer from giving, a second opinion.

“A lawyer who is representing a client in a matter
shall not communicate about the subject of the
representation with a person the lawyer knows to
be represented by another lawyer in the matter…”

■

It would be different if Hanson reached out to Larry.
See GRPC 7.3(d).

■

Are “big cases” a “field of practice” a lawyer can
“specialize” in? See Rule 7.4.

What to do should anyone ever file a Bar
Grievance against you

1/11/18

The Office of General Counsel
“Upon receipt of a grievance in proper form,
the Office of the General Counsel shall
screen it to determine whether the grievance
is unjustified, frivolous, patently unfounded
or fails to state facts sufficient to invoke the
disciplinary jurisdiction of the State Bar of
Georgia...”
Rule 4-202 (b)(emphasis added)
1/11/18

“…The screening process may
include forwarding a copy of the
grievance to the respondent in
order that the respondent may
respond...”

1/11/18

The Office of General Counsel can
dismiss meritless grievances
“[T]he Office of the General Counsel shall be
empowered to dismiss those grievances
which are unjustified, frivolous, patently
unfounded or which fail to state facts
sufficient
to
invoke
the
disciplinary
jurisdiction of the State Bar of Georgia.”
Rule 4-202 (c)
1/11/18

The Investigative Panel
“Each grievance alleging conduct which
appears to invoke the disciplinary jurisdiction
of the State Disciplinary Board of the State
Bar of Georgia shall be referred … to the
Investigative Panel … for investigation and
disposition in accordance with its rules…”
Rule 4-204
1/11/18

“…The Investigative Panel shall
appoint one of its members to be
responsible for the investigation.”

1/11/18

Written and sworn response required
“The respondent shall file a written response
under oath to the Notice of Investigation
with the panel member assigned to
investigate the grievance within thirty (30)
days of service…The written response must
address specifically all of the issues set forth
in the Notice of Investigation.”
Rule 4-204.3 (a) and (b).
1/11/18

Positive Outcomes
■

■
■

Office of General Counsel determines
that the grievance lacks merit
Dismissed by Investigative Panel
Confidential Discipline (e.g. letter of
admonition, investigative panel
reprimand) See Rules 4-205 – 4-208

1/11/18

Know your coverage

1/11/18

Possible additional
coverage

1/11/18

